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NAMPA POLICE DEPARTMENT

PRESS RELEASE
On 08/06/11 at 12:20 a.m., Nampa Police Officers were dispatched to the 900 block of
W. Delaware for a possible auto burglary in progress. A resident in the area contacted
police dispatch and advised that they observed a male and female enter their neighbors’
vehicles and remove items. The subjects took the items and placed them into their
vehicle.
Officers arrived on scene and observed a male and female subject at that location. The
male subject walked off and then ran from police. After a short foot chase, officers
caught and arrested the male subject. The female was also arrested at the scene of the
crime.
Officers located several items in the suspects’ vehicle that had been removed from the
victim vehicles. Two vehicles were entered by the suspects and items were removed. The
victim vehicles were not locked and entry was made easily by the suspects into those
vehicles. The stolen items were returned to the victims.
Arrested were Nampa residents David Amaya, 29 years of age, and Sylvia Anguiano, 30
years of age. Amaya was charged with Burglary, Petit Theft, Possession of Stolen
Property, Obstruct and Delay, False Personation and Possession of Burglary Tools. He
was also arrested on a parole violation warrant out of the State of California. Anguiano
was charged with Burglary, Petit Theft and Possession of Stolen Property. Both suspects
were booked into the Canyon County Jail.
The Nampa Police Department would like to remind everyone to contact law
enforcement when they see suspicious activities within their neighborhoods. In this case,
a concerned neighbor contacting police saved their neighbor from loss of their personal
property. Also, it is a good idea to not keep valuables in your vehicles or place them out
of sight and to keep the doors locked on vehicles so potential burglars do not have easy
access to the property stored inside of the vehicle.
Photos of the two persons arrested are available on the Canyon County Jail Roster
website.
For questions, please contact Sgt. Tim Riha, 250-4068

